OXFORD AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM OPACKS

Your complete Australian Curriculum digital solution with one simple login
We understand the importance of assessing all options for your school and have put together a premium package of digital resources that will work for any school. Opacks are an online library of resources, accessed by a simple single login by the student and are available at year levels 7–10.

Years 7 & 8 opacks:
- contain 7 obooks for English, Geography, History, Maths and Science AND the Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary
- deliver access to assess, our 24/7 online assessment tool
- provide a 12-month license per student
- cost only $100 per student.

Years 9 & 10 opacks:
- contain 6 obooks for English, Geography, History and Science AND the Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary
- deliver access to assess*, our 24/7 online assessment tool
- provide a 12-month license per student
- cost only $80 per student.

*assess available with English obooks in 2014.

See next page for contents of each opack.

** obook

The obook is a cloud-based web-book available anywhere, anytime, on any device, navigated by topic or by ‘page view’ and can be accessed offline as well as online. In addition to the student text and study tools, obooks also provide interactives such as ‘drag & drop’ and ‘hot zones’, videos, and virtual site studies.

** assess

Assess is an indispensable 24/7 online assessment tool, explicitly mapped to the Australian Curriculum that drives student progress through tailored instruction. Assess offers hundreds of ready-made, auto-marking assessment questions, ready-made chapter tests, varied question levels and comprehensive automatic results monitoring and task setting.
OXFORD AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM OPACKS CONTENTS

9780195524093 – Year 7 opack contains:
- Oxford Big Ideas English 7 Australian Curriculum obook
- Oxford English 1 Australian Curriculum obook
- Oxford Big Ideas Geography 7 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas Geography|History 7 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas History 7 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas Mathematics 7 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas Science 7 Australian Curriculum obook/assess

Price: $100
Value: $319.60
SAVING: $219.60

9780195524109 – Year 8 opack contains:
- Oxford Big Ideas English 8 Australian Curriculum obook
- Oxford English 2 Australian Curriculum obook
- Oxford Big Ideas Geography 8 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas Geography|History 8 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas History 8 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas Mathematics 8 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas Science 8 Australian Curriculum obook/assess

Price: $100
Value: $319.60
SAVING: $219.60

9780195525670 – Year 9 opack contains:
- Oxford Big Ideas English 9 Australian Curriculum obook
- Oxford English 3 Australian Curriculum obook
- Oxford Big Ideas Geography 9 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas Geography|History 9 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas History 9 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas Science 9 Australian Curriculum obook/assess

Price: $80
Value: $279.65
SAVING: $199.65

9780195525687 – Year 10 opack contains:
- Oxford Year 10 English Australian Curriculum obook
- Oxford English 4 Australian Curriculum obook
- Oxford Big Ideas Geography 10 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas Geography|History 10 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas History 10 Australian Curriculum obook/assess
- Oxford Big Ideas Science 10 Australian Curriculum obook/assess

Price: $80
Value: $279.65
SAVING: $199.65
To purchase any of the Oxford opacks, please contact your Oxford Education Consultant:
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